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ABSTRACT

1

Intelligent assistants are increasingly being used on smart speaker
devices, such as Amazon Echo, Google Home, Apple Homepod,
and Harmon Kardon Invoke with Cortana. Typically, user satisfaction measurement relies on user interaction signals, such as
clicks and scroll movements, in order to determine if a user was
satisfied. However, these signals do not exist for smart speakers,
which creates a challenge for user satisfaction evaluation on these
devices. In this paper, we propose a new signal, user intent, as a
means to measure user satisfaction. We propose to use this signal
to model user satisfaction in two ways: 1) by developing intent
sensitive word embeddings and then using sequences of these intent sensitive query representations to measure user satisfaction; 2)
by representing a user’s interactions with a smart speaker as a sequence of user intents and thus using this sequence to identify user
satisfaction. Our experimental results indicate that our proposed
user satisfaction models based on the intent-sensitive query representations have statistically significant improvements over several
baselines in terms of common classification evaluation metrics. In
particular, our proposed task satisfaction prediction model based on
intent-sensitive word embeddings has a 11.81% improvement over
a generative model baseline and 6.63% improvement over a user
satisfaction prediction model based on Skip-gram word embeddings
in terms of the F1 metric. Our findings have implications for the
evaluation of Intelligent Assistant systems.

There is a growing interests in integrating intelligent assistants (IAs)
such as Apple Siri, Google Now, Microsoft Cortana and Amazon
Alexa in different devices [6]. This has led to the creation of smart
devices, such as smart phones and smart speakers. Each of these
smart devices provides device specific means of interaction. For
example, smart speakers do not include any screen interface and
therefore users interact with them via voice. This is in contrast to
IAs on Desktop computers and mobile phones, which have clicks
and gestures as user interactions [38, 48]. Since user behavior differs
on these different platforms and in different contexts [16, 17, 26, 47]
there may be a need to develop different means of evaluation for
different platforms.
Smart speaker devices with integrated IAs such as Amazon Echo,
Google Home, Apple Homepod, and Harmon Kardon Invoke with
Cortana have become increasingly popular in recent years. For
instance, one study found that there was a 128.9% increase in the
number of smart speaker users in the United States in 2017 compared to 20161 . Therefore, measuring the effectiveness of IAs on
these popular smart devices is becoming increasingly important.
An emerging metric for evaluating Information Retrieval (IR)
and IA systems is user satisfaction, which is often based on user
interaction data [1, 12, 19, 20, 25, 29, 31, 33, 34]. User satisfaction
is a subjective measure of a user’s experience with an information
system, which indicates to some extent if the user’s desire or goal is
fulfilled [27]. User satisfaction evaluation in IAs on mobile phones
and Desktop computers has previously been studied [24, 28, 33,
34, 38, 48, 49]; however, to our knowledge, there have been no
studies investigating user satisfaction and IA effectiveness for smart
speakers. In this paper, we use the phrase smart speaker to refer to
a wireless speaker device that integrates an IA. For the purpose of
this study, we focus on devices that have no screen and where the
only method of communicating with the device is via voice.
Many implicit signals have been studied for measuring user
satisfaction in Web search or for IAs on desktops and mobile devices.
Some examples of signals include: clicks followed by a long dwelltime [13, 22, 25, 30, 31], mouse movements [38], touch gestures [33,
48], and browser view-port interactivity [35]. However, besides user
queries, none of these implicit user satisfaction signals are available
for smart speakers due to voice being the only method of interaction.
Therefore, evaluating user satisfaction with IAs on smart speakers
presents a new challenge, which is finding an effective implicit user
satisfaction feedback signal.
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INTRODUCTION

1 https://www.emarketer.com/Article/Alexa-Say-What-Voice-Enabled-Speaker-

Usage-Grow-Nearly-130-This-Year/1015812

U1: Can you call Alex on Skype?

S1: Calling Alex, Skype!
A conversation with Alex in Skype!

U2: Set an appointment with Alex at 14:30 for
tomorrow.

S2: Alright, I can add appointment with Alex to your
calendar for tomorrow at 14:30. Sound good?

U3: Yes, thanks!

(a) SAT session example.
U1: Can you call Alex on Skype?

S1: Calling Alex, Skype!
A conversation with Alex in Skype!

U2: Play Alex songs on Spotify!

S2: Calling Alex, Skype!

U3: Stop! Play Alex Ambrose songs on Spotify!

S3: Searching Web for play Alex Ambrose songs on
Spotify!

U4: Cancel!

(b) DSAT session example.

Figure 1: SAT/DSAT user session example in smart speaker IA.
Since queries are the only means by which users interact with
smart speakers, they represent a natural starting point for measuring user satisfaction. In fact, the reformulation of a query is a well
known signal for user dissatisfaction [21]. In this sense, one can
think of queries as not only representing a user’s information need,
but also as providing an implicit feedback signal similar to the case
of a click in Web search or a touch on mobile phones. In this paper,
a query is considered more generic than the typical query used in
IR literature. Specifically, in this study, queries could be typical Web
queries or command-like queries (e.g., device control commands).
Figure 1a shows an example of a SAT session, in which a user tries
to complete a “setting an appointment” task after making a call to
Alex. We hypothesize that the sequence of user queries can be a
beneficial implicit user satisfaction (SAT) signal. Specifically, issuing the query “Yes, thanks” after the query “Set an appointment
with Alex at 14:30 for tomorrow.” might be an indicator of user satisfaction. However, the user saying “Cancel” after the query might
be an indicator of user dissatisfaction (DSAT).
Furthermore, Figure 1b indicates an example of a DSAT session.
In this session, a user asks the smart speaker to play a song by Alex
on Spotify after making a call to Alex (i.e., U2). However, the IA
does not detect the user intent properly as it wrongly determines
that the context is still making a call, which leads to an undesirable
system response. As the system response is not satisfactory, the
user tries to stop the IA from giving a wrong response and issues a
similar query again (i.e., U3). The system responds by searching the
Web for the user query, which is not satisfactory for the user as she
has stopped the smart speaker by saying “Cancel”. As can be seen
by these examples, a sequence of queries can lead to an implicit
feedback signal of user satisfaction. The question then arises on
how one should use these queries to measure user satisfaction and,
as the specific focus of this paper, how one can find effective query
representations for measuring user satisfaction.
In this paper, we hypothesize that the intent of a user query can
function as an implicit signal for measuring user satisfaction, where
intent refers to the meaning of the query [43]. For instance, the
query “Set an appointment with Alex at 14:30 for tomorrow.” has
“create_calendar_entry” intent. If this is followed by a "confirm"
intent, then we may conclude the user was satisfied. In contrast, if
it was followed by a "reject" intent then we may conclude the user
was dissatisfied. Based on this intuition, we propose to measure
user satisfaction based on representations of user queries that are

intent sensitive. We propose to do this in two ways. In the first
way, we define Intent Sensitive Word Embeddings (ISWEs), which
are word embeddings that not only represent the semantics of
words, but also semantics of the intents associated with words. For
example, although the queries “Yes, thanks” and “Cancel” occur
in similar word contexts, (e.g., “Set an appointment with Alex at
14:30” → “Yes, thanks!” and “Set an appointment with Alex at 14:30”
→ “Cancel”), they have very different intents, i.e., “confirm” for
the former and “reject” for the latter. Our proposed methods for
producing ISWEs scatters these words with different intents in the
representation space. We use this sequence of ISWEs to measure
user satisfaction based on a series of user queries.
In the second approach, we consider each query as a single unit
having a single intent and train query representations based on a
sequence of query intents. For example, “play some jazz music” is
a single query having a single intent of “play_music”, and “Set an
appointment with Alex at 14:30” → “Yes” is an example of a task
containing two queries with intents “create_calendar_entry” and
“confirm”. Therefore, these would represent sequences of length 1
and 2, respectively, and we use these sequences of intents as input
to our proposed user satisfaction prediction model. This approach
differs from our other proposed approach since in ISWE we use
intents to derive intent sensitive word embeddings. In this approach
we forgo the words and only focus on the intent of the entire query.
In this paper, our main aim is to study the question: How to evaluate user satisfaction in Intelligent Assistants based on user queries?
Specifically, we answer the following research questions:
(1) How to model intent-sensitive query representations for user
satisfaction prediction?
(2) How effective is the proposed intent-sensitive user satisfaction
model in evaluating intelligent assistants on smart speakers?
Our contributions include: (1) a user satisfaction prediction
model that predicts user satisfaction based on just user query sequences; (2) proposing a novel intent-sensitive word embedding
(ISWE) that can capture query term intents by learning word representations based on both word neighbor context and query intent;
and (3) an unsupervised intent embedding approach based on the
Skip-gram model that learns intent representations for each query.

In making these contributions, the rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review related work . Section 3
is devoted to task and user satisfaction definitions. The proposed
user satisfaction prediction model and intent-sensitive query representation learning methods are described in Section 4. Section 5
presents experimental results of our study. Finally, we present our
conclusions and discuss future work in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Related work falls into two categories: we first review user satisfaction in search and intelligent assistants, and then we discuss related
work on word embeddings.

2.1

User Satisfaction

Online evaluation have been widely used to control and improve IR
system effectiveness [4, 8, 10, 46]. An emerging metric for evaluating Web search engines is user satisfaction based on implicit signals
from user interactions [1, 12, 19, 20, 25, 29, 31, 33, 34]. User satisfaction in search is a subjective measure of a user’s search experience,
which is addressed by the extent to which a user’s specified desire
or goal is fulfilled [27]. User satisfaction is different from traditional
relevance measures in IR such as MAP and Precision, which are
based on relevance of the retrieved results for a given query. In
user satisfaction, user experience and their success in fulfilling a
goal plays a major role, which has been addressed based on user
interaction signals in web search [19, 21, 29, 31] and intelligent
assistants [33, 34, 38, 48, 49].
One of the common signals that has been used for user satisfaction prediction is a click followed by a long dwell-time [13, 22,
25, 30, 31]. Hassan et al. [21] propose query reformulation as a signal of user dissatisfaction and they show that incorporating query
features and query reformulation in user satisfaction prediction
outperforms an approach based on click features alone.
Session and SERP features such as time to the first click and
average number of clicks per query have been also studied in personalized and customized search satisfaction prediction [22]. Furthermore, gesture features, such as reading time and touch actions,
have been used in search satisfaction prediction [33] and good abandonment detection [48] in mobile web search. In addition, tracking
the browser viewport on mobile devices has been also studied as
an implicit signal for user search satisfaction [35].
To model user satisfaction, Hassan et al. [20] model the search
process as a sequence of actions, such as queries and clicks, and
built two Markov models for identifying satisfactory and dissatisfactory search sequences. They further shows that using a semisupervised search success prediction approach based on sequence
of actions can lead to an improvement over the supervised approach
[19]. More recently, Mehrotra et al. [38] proposed user satisfaction
prediction in Desktop intelligent assistants based on fine-grained
actions, such as mouse movements.
Our work is different from all the above user satisfaction prediction models in two aspects. First, we focus on user satisfaction
prediction with IA on smart speakers, in which the only means of
interaction is via voice queries. In fact, none of the past works are
applicable in user satisfaction on smart speakers, except the query
reformulation proposed in [21]. Our proposed approach is different
from the query reformulation as we use a sequence of query terms
to predict user satisfaction. Furthermore, we propose user intent as
a new signal to measure user satisfaction.

2.2

Word Embeddings

Recently, continuous word embeddings have gained popularity in
different IR tasks, such as query and document language models

[14, 51], neural ranking models [7, 53, 54], and query expansion
[3, 9, 52]. In particular, Zamani and Croft [52] propose a theoretical
framework for query embedding vectors representation based on
individual vocabulary term embeddings. Furthermore, they propose
using word embeddings to weight terms that do not occur in the
query, yet are semantically related to the query terms in the query
language model. More recently, Ai et al. [2] proposed a hierarchical
embedding model that jointly learns distributed representations for
query, product and users in a personalized product search.
Zamani and Croft [53] recently showed that the linear context is
not sufficient for learning an effective word embeddings for IR tasks,
and they propose learning word representations based on querydocument relevance information. In addition, Rekabsaz et al. [44]
propose post filtering of related terms by global context relatedness
measures to avoid topic shifting in retrieval models. Furthermore,
Mehrotra and Yilmaz [37] propose learning query representations
based on task context in search logs.
Although, incorporating additional signals to improve word embeddings in IR is very new, there have been plenty of research
in NLP to improve word representations by using metadata [55],
semantic lexicons [42], syntactic word relations [36] and document
topics [11]. Our work is different from the above as we propose a
novel Intent Sensitive Word Embedding (ISWE) method that can
leverage information from a query’s intent to improve query term
representations. We are the first who modify the Skip-gram model
[39] to capture query term intents and use them as input to a user
satisfaction prediction model.

3

TASK SATISFACTION

In this section, we first define tasks and sessions as they apply
to IAs, and then we define task satisfaction in IAs. In IAs, users
usually take a sequence of steps to achieve a goal to solve one or
more tasks [33]. Since IAs can keep context from previous queries,
this allows for task chaining where the context of one task can be
used as input to the next. Considering the multi-task nature of the
users’ behaviors in IA, we follow the task and session definitions
as proposed in [18]:
• A Task is a single information need that can be satisfied by
at least one query and one IA generated response.
• A Session is a short period of contiguous time spent to fulfill
one or multiple tasks.
Given the definitions of tasks and session, we define task satisfaction as follows:
• Task satisfaction is how successful a user is in completing a single information need using at least one query and
receiving at least one IA generated response.
IA generated responses are not always in the form of replying to a
user query in a dialogue manner. For some queries such as “Stop”,
a proper IA response could be simply stopping whatever the IA
was doing. Table 1 shows an example of a user’s task satisfaction
in an IA session. In this example, the user is performing four tasks,
including: reviewing her calendar; sending a text; calling on Skype;
and setting an appointment. These tasks are part of a session, in
which the user is organizing a meeting with Alex. Tasks 1 and 2 in
Table 1 show examples of satisfactory (SAT) and a dissatisfactory
(DSAT) tasks, respectively.
To summarize, in this section, we have defined task and sessions
in IAs, and then we have defined task satisfactions in IAs. In the
next section, we detail the task satisfaction prediction problem
in smart speaker IAs and describe our proposed task satisfaction
prediction model.

Table 1: An example of a user’s task satisfaction in an IA on
a smart speaker.
User Utterance and System Response

i t = σ (Wi x t + Ui ht −1 + bi )
ft = σ (Wf x t + Uf ht −1 + bf )
ot = σ (Wo x t + Uo ht −1 + bo )
cet = tanh(Wc x t + Uc ht −1 + bc )
c t = i t ⊙ cet + ft ⊙ c t −1
ht = ot ⊙ tanh(c t ),

User Satisfaction

Task 1: Calendar review
U1: What does my day look like tomorrow?
S1: You don’t have anything scheduled for tomorrow.

SAT

Task 2: Sending a text
U2: Text Alex and ask if he is available for a short meeting
tomorrow
S2: Sorry, I can’t send messages here. Try the app
on your phone or PC.

DSAT

Task 3: Calling on Skype
U3: Can you call Alex on Skype?
S3: Calling Alex, skype

SAT

Task 4: setting an appointment
U4: Set an appointment with Alex at 14:30 for tomorrow.
S4: Alright, I can add appointment with Alex to your
calendar for tomorrow at 14:30. Sound good?
U5: Yes, thanks!

4

SAT

TASK SATISFACTION PREDICTION

This section first presents user satisfaction prediction problem based
on a sequence of user queries. We then detail our proposed user
satisfaction prediction and query representation learning models .

4.1

Satisfaction Classification Model

The task of user satisfaction prediction based on a sequence of user
queries can be regarded as a sequence classification problem. To be
more specific, a user starts querying the IA at time stamp t 0 and
can keep querying the IA up to time stamp tn in a task or a session.
Therefore, we can represent a user’s set of interactions with an IA on
a smart speaker as a sequence of queries qt0 , qt1 , qt2 , ..., qtn−1 , qtn ,
where qt is a query q at time stamp t. Given a sequence s of queries
qt ∈ Q, the task is to predict whether the sequence of queries leads
to a satisfactory (SAT) or a dissatisfactory (DSAT) experience in a
task. In particular, using a variable c ∈ {0, 1}, the goal is to find the
most likely class c, given a sequence s.
Considering the sequential nature of user queries and its variable
length in accomplishing tasks in IA, we propose to use a Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to
model user satisfaction because of the following reasons: 1) LSTMs
have been shown to be effective in different sequence classification
problems such as text classification [15], sentence similarity [40]
and satisfaction prediction in the case of good abandonment [50].
2) LSTMs are more effective than standard RNNs in their ability to
model long time dependencies.
The LSTM updates a hidden layer representation sequentially
using time steps relying on four components: 1) a memory state c t ,
2) an input gate i t , 3) a forget gate ft , and 4) an output gate ot . The
input and forget gates control what gets stored in memory based
on each input and the current state. The output gate controls how
the memory state impacts other units. In an LSTM, updates at each
time step t are as follows:

where x t is an input at time step t, cet is the candidate value for
the state of the memory cell, and ht is the output of the unit. The
Wi , Wf , Wo , and Wc are the weight matrices for the current input.
The Ui , Uf , Uo , and Uc are the weight matrices for the previous
output, and bi , bf , bo and bc are bias vectors.
In this study, we use the LSTM model defined above to model
the sequence of queries issued by a user to accomplish a task. The
input x t in our model is an intent-embedding of a user’s queries. In
Section 4.2, we describe in detail how we acquire these embeddings.
In our model, the embedding layer is connected to a block of
LSTM units. To prevent over-fitting problem, we have used a dropout
at the LSTM layer, which randomly drops units and their connections to avoid unit co-adapting [23, 45]. Following previous work,
we have used p = 0.5 in our dropout network as this value has been
reported as a close to optimal value for a wide range of networks in
different applications [45]. The output of the last time step in the
LSTM feed to a standard feed-forward neural network that contains
a single output neuron that uses the sigmoid activation function.
In the learning phase, the derivatives of the loss function are
backpropagated through the neural network. Our neural network
is trained using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm
with mini batches, which is widely used algorithm for training
neural networks. In order to do hyper-parameter optimization in
the learning phase, we have used random search [5], which has
been reported to be as good as or better than the grid search in
hyper-parameter optimization of neural networks [5].
The random search has been done using a continuous parameter
space in range of [0.0001, 0.1] for the learning rate. The chosen
learning rates by the random search are adjusted based on the
Adam optimization algorithm [32].

4.2

Query Representation Learning

We presented our LSTM-based model for user satisfaction prediction in the previous section. We mentioned that the inputs to our
model were embeddings that represented the query. In this section,
we describe two different representations. One representation is
based on an Intent Sensitive Word Embedding (ISWE) while the
other is based on unsupervised intent embeddings. Specifically, we
answer the research question: How to model intent-sensitive query
representations for user satisfaction prediction?
4.2.1 Intent-Sensitive Word Embeddings. To learn query representations based on query terms, we explored different word representation models. The word2vec Skip-gram model is one of the state of
the art approaches to learn vector representations of words. Word
embeddings trained using the Skip-gram model have been shown
to be very useful in many tasks [9, 11]. However, in many of the
previous efforts, embeddings were generated without taking into
consideration the targeted task leading to generic embeddings that
might not serve the task well. For example, Skip-gram model leads
to word representations considering “Stop” and “Start” words as being similar. However, although “Stop” and “Start” might be similar
based on linear neighbor word context in sessions (e.g., “start my
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Figure 2: User satisfaction prediction model based on sequence of query terms as input.
jazz playlist on Spotify!” and “stop my jazz playlist on Spotify!”),
they lead to different queries having completely different intents.
In the rest of this section, we explain our proposed intent sensitive word embedding approach. In our approach, we augment
the standard Skip-gram model word embeddings with the query
intent information to avoid learning similar representations for
words who have similar linear context but different intents. This
way, we generate more effective and task oriented word representations compared to the original Skip-gram word embeddings. The
main idea is to add more information when the immediate linear
context of the word is not very informative. We train word embeddings based on our proposed Intent-Sensitive Skip-gram model
for a query q ∈ Q, having intent ı ∈ I , and containing a sequence
of words w 1 , w 2 , ..., wT . The objective of the Intent-Sensitive word
embedding Skip-gram model is to maximize the log-likelihood of
context word-intent pair w tı +j given the target word w t :
T
1Õ
T t =1

Õ
−b ≤j ≤b, j,0

log p(w tı +j |w t ),

in which, b is the size of training context (b = 10 in all of our experiments), and ı is intent of the query in which the word occurred.
In order to train the Intent Sensitive Word Embeddings (ISWEs),
we have collected intent labels of about 900K IA queries. To collect
queries intent labels, we use an in-house micro-tasking platform
that outsources crowdwork to judges who regularly perform intent
labeling tasks. We presented one query to the judges at a time and
they select intent of the given query from a predefined set of intents. The annotations include queries having 266 unique intents
like “create_calendar_entry” and “make_call” from 30 different usage domains in IA such as “calendar” and “communication”.
We also use negative sampling as discussed in [39]. In negative
sampling, having a dataset D of observed (w, c ı ) pairs of word w
and intent-sensitive context c ı , we generate the set D ′ including
random (w, c ı ) pairs assuming they are incorrect. The probability
of a (w, c ı ) coming from the data is denoted by p(D = 1|w, c ı ) and
p(D = 0|w, c ı ) = 1 − p(D = 1|w, c ı ) is the probability of (w, c ı )
coming from the negative examples. Ideally, the p(D = 1|w, c ı )
must be high for the word and context pairs observed in the data
and low for the random negative samples. The negative sampling

training objective is as follows:
Õ
© Õ
ª
arдmaxvw ,vc ı 
log σ (vc ı · vw ) +
log σ (−vc ı · vw )® ,
(w,c ı )∈D ′
«(w,c ı )∈D
¬
x
ı
where σ (x) = 1/(1 + e ), vw and vc are d-dimensional vectors
which are model parameters to be learned using stochastic-gradient
updates over the whole corpus including both observed and negative sampled word and context pairs (i.e., D ∪ D ′ ). In all of our
experiments in this paper, we set d = 100. To create the negative
sample, we follow Mikolov et al. [39] in creating n negative samples (w, c ı1 ), (w, c ı2 ), ..., (w, c nı ) where each c ıj sampled based on its
unigram distribution raised to the 3/4 power.
According to experiments detailed in [39], n in the range of
5-20 are useful for small training datasets. Thus, following other
successful Skip-gram with negative sampling experiments [36],
we have chosen 15 as the negative sample size for each positive
observed sample in our dataset.
The above objective optimization leads to word and intent-sensitive
context pairs having similar embeddings for the pairs observed in
the data while scattering negative sampled pairs. In ISWE, words appearing in a similar intent-sensitive context (i.e., context-word and
query-intent) should have similar embeddings. We feed a sequence
of queries, in which each query contains a sequence of ISWE query
terms, to the proposed task satisfaction prediction model discussed
in Section 4.1. Figure 2 shows an example of how we feed ISWE
query term representations to the satisfaction prediction network.
Effectiveness of the learned query representation in predicting user
satisfaction is discussed in Section 5.
4.2.2 Unsupervised Intent Embedding. In this model, we choose to
forgo the individual words of a query and instead choose to represent the entire query by its intent. To model intent embeddings,
we propose using the Skip-gram model [39], which is common for
learning word embeddings in NLP [11, 36, 41]. In our proposed
Intent2Vec Skip-gram model, each intent ı ∈ I is associated with
a vector vi ∈ Rd , where I is the intent vocabulary, and d is the
embedding dimension. In all of our experiments, we set d = 100.
The training objective of the Intent2Vec model is to find intent representation, which are effective to predict the intent of surrounding
queries in a task or a session. Formally, given a sequence of intents
ı 1 ,ı 2 , ...,ıT in a session, the objective of the Intent2Vec Skip-gram
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Figure 3: User satisfaction prediction model based on sequence of query intents as input.
model is to maximize the following function:
T
1Õ
T t =1

Õ

log p(ıt +j |ıt ),

−b ≤j ≤b, j,0

in which, b is the size of training context, which is set to b = 10 in
all of the experiments in this paper. To train the intent embedding,
we have used negative sampling as presented in Section 4.2.1 and
chose 15 as the number of negative samples for each positive sample
observed in our dataset.
In order to train query representations based on the Intent2Vec
model, we sampled about 500K IA queries issued in a 3 month
period of a commercial smart speaker usage. This dataset does not
have any relation with the 900K queries dataset used for training ISWE. We use a high-quality production-level offline intent
classifier to assign intents to each query. Our query sample has
181 unique intents like “check_weather” and “volume_down” from
23 different domains such as “weather” and “media-control”. As
previously mentioned, Intent2Vec trains intent embeddings based
on neighboring query intents. Thus, to train intent embeddings,
Intent2Vec requires a sequence of queries issued in each session as
an input. In order to create a sequence of query intents for each
session, we need to identify sessions from the raw IA log data. To do
this we follow the approach of [18] to identify session boundaries,
which leads to creation of about 69K sessions based on the one
hour session boundary identified using the approach presented in
[18]. Using sessions as input of I2V leads to training intent embeddings based on a larger context size compared to training the
intent embeddings on tasks. Training the intent embeddings on
sessions provides representations that considers both within task
and cross-task contexts in IA sessions.
To predict task satisfaction, we feed a sequence of query intent representations to the model discussed in Section 4.1. Figure
3 shows an example of how we feed a sequence of queries to the
user satisfaction prediction network. We first assign an intent to
each user query using a high-quality production-level offline intent
classifier. We then feed a sequence of intent embeddings query
representations to the user satisfaction prediction network. In our
proposed user satisfaction prediction models, we just consider users’
queries as input and we do not use system responses, which are
directly controlled by the IA, as input and feature to the user satisfaction prediction model. By excluding system responses, we avoid

using endogenous features (i.e., features that the search engine has
control over [50]) in our online user satisfaction prediction model.
Evaluation of the model is available in Section 5.
In this section, we have defined the task satisfaction problem
and our proposed model to address the problem. We have also
described the intent-sensitive word representation learning and
Intent2Vec query-intent representation learning models with an
aim of learning effective query representations for task satisfaction
prediction. In the next section, we present a set of experiments
evaluating these models.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our proposed models by answering
the research question: How effective is the proposed intent-sensitive
user satisfaction model in evaluating intelligent assistants on smart
speakers?

5.1

User Satisfaction Judgment Crowdsourcing

This study is based on a random sample of users interaction logs
with a commercial IA being used on a smart speaker during August,
September and October, 2017. Our random sample includes user
sessions having one to ten queries. As it is not easy to collect
explicit feedback about actual users’ satisfaction, crowdsourced
judgments, which have been widely used to obtain labeled data
for different problems including user satisfaction in IAs [38, 48], is
used. To collect user satisfaction judgments, we use an in-house
micro-tasking platform that outsources crowdwork to judges who
regularly perform relevance judgment tasks. We removed all the
personal identifiable information (PII) from the sessions before
sending them for judgment.
A detailed guideline including a video explaining how to judge
user satisfaction was shown to the judges. We presented a whole
session to judges, and asked them to assess query-level satisfaction
and session level satisfaction of a user in the given session. We
also collected task identification labels for a user session, in which
crowdsource workers judged whether the user was trying to fulfill
the same information need as the previous query by issuing the
current query. To judge user satisfaction and task identification,
judges could read or listen to the user’s query, read system response,
look at the original timestamp of queries, and read or listen to the
user’s previous or future queries.
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Table 2: Nearest neighbors of three examples in different representation spaces based on cosine similarity. Both
word2vec skip-gram baseline and the intent-sensitive word
embeddings are trained on a same dataset.

Query satisfaction
Figure 4: Impact of percentage of satisfactory queries in
a session on session satisfaction. This chart is based on a
crowdsourced judgments collected in Section 5.1.

In order to obtain a high-quality user satisfaction labels, at least
3 and at most 5 crowdsource workers judged each session. Qualifying tests and spam detection were used to filter out low-quality
judgments. The final label used for satisfaction is based on a majority vote. We randomly sampled over 1700 user sessions in the
smart speaker IA and collected user satisfaction labels for them.
We measure inter-rater agreement using Fleiss’ Kappa [12].
The goal of this study is to measure task satisfaction. To create
tasks, we used the majority vote as task boundary labels. Specifically,
we create tasks based on sequence of queries issued by a user up to a
point that the task is ended using the task boundary collected labels.
In our collected dataset, the crowdsourced task boundary labels
led to 3105 tasks including 6920 query-level satisfaction labels. The
Kappa value is 0.42 for the collected query-level user satisfaction
labels and 0.72 for the collected task boundary labels.
After creating the tasks, we need to assign a label to each task. In
Figure 4, we have shown the correlation between percentage of satisfactory queries in a session and the session satisfaction probability
based on the crowdsourced session satisfaction collected labels. According to our observation on session-level user satisfaction in
Figure 4, having from 60% to 70% user query-level satisfaction in a
session leads to session-level satisfaction in 76% of the cases. Overall, having at least 60% user query-level satisfaction leads to 93%
session-level satisfaction compared to just 19% user satisfaction for
tasks having less than 60% user query-level satisfaction. Therefore,
we have intuitively used the 60% threshold for task-level satisfaction labels, which means that if 60% or more of queries issued in a
task are labeled SAT, then we label the task as SAT.

5.2

Word

good

Word2Vec Skip-gram
Intent-Sensitive WE

nice, great, wonderful, bad, lovely
nice, great, wonderful, fine, decent

Word

yes

Word2Vec Skip-gram
Intent-Sensitive WE

yeah, not, okay, no, ok
yeah, yep, sounds, correct, ok

Word

cancel

Word2Vec Skip-gram
Intent-Sensitive WE

delete, remove, erase, edit, set
remove, delete, disable, dismiss, clear

was generated by the SAT or DSAT components of the mixture model [19]. The model was originally used to predict
search success based on a sequence of actions in a session
including clicks, query reformulation and queries. We use
the query terms as sequence of actions in the GM as they
are the only means of user interactions in smart speaker IAs.
(3) In order to evaluate effectiveness of our proposed ISWE in
user satisfaction predictions (ISWE-LSTM), we have defined
another baseline based on our proposed user satisfaction
prediction model detailed in Section 4, yet using original
Skip-gram representations of query terms as input to the
network (W2V-LSTM).

5.3

Experimental Result

We conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed ISWE in capturing word-intent and the intent-sensitive user
satisfaction models in differentiating between SAT and DSAT tasks.
We also measure the impact of task-type on user satisfaction and the
effectiveness of the proposed models in predicting satisfaction in
tasks having different types. Specifically, we address the following
research questions in this section:
(1) How effective are the intent-sensitive word embeddings in estimating word similarity by capturing word-intent compared to
the Skip-gram word2vec model?
(2) How effective is the intent-sensitive user satisfaction model
compared to the user satisfaction prediction baselines?
(3) How effective is the intent-sensitive user satisfaction model in
different task types?

Baselines

We consider three baselines when evaluating our models.
(1) Query reformulation (QR) [21] is one of the defined baselines,
which classifies a task as DSAT if the last query of a user
in the task is a reformulation of the second to last query
with no user interaction after the last query. Otherwise, it
classifies the task as a SAT experience. We use the method
of [21] to determine if a query was reformulated.
(2) The second baseline is a variant of the generative model
(GM) [19], which uses a sequence of query terms to predict
satisfaction. The GM is a mixture model composed of SAT
and DSAT components. Give a sequence of interactions, the
goal during classification is to identify whether the sequence

5.3.1 Intent-Sensitive Word Embeddings in Word Similarity. The
word representations learned by our proposed ISWE are expected to
capture word intent. Table 2 shows three different examples of the
nearest neighbors of words based on cosine similarity. As it is shown
in Table 2, in contrast to the Skip-gram word2vec embeddings
that is not capable of capturing word-intent by putting words like
“yes” and “no” very close in the representation space, ISWE can
effectively capture word-intent by scattering words having different
intents. For example, Table 2 indicates that the top-5 similar words
to word “yes” based on cosine similarity of word2vec Skip-gram
word representations are “yeah”, “not”, “okay”, “no” and “ok”, which
includes words with very different query-intents. On the other hand,

Table 3: Task satisfaction prediction result. * indicates statistical significant improvements based on Student’s paired
t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test (ρ < 0.05).
Classifier

P

R

Acc.

F1

QR

0.5117

0.5059

0.6248

0.5086

GM

0.6056

0.6068

0.6345

0.6062

W2V-LSTM

0.6513

0.6209

0.6910

0.6356

I2V-LSTM

0.6254

0.5528

0.6566

0.5862

0.6891*
13.80%
5.80%

0.6669*
9.90%
7.41%

0.7174*
13.07%
3.82%

0.6778*
11.81%
6.63%

ISWE-LSTM
Impr. over GM (%)
Impr. over W2VLSTM (%)

the top-5 similar words to word “yes” based on cosine similarity
of ISWE word representations are “yeah”, “yep”, “sounds”, “correct”
and “ok”, which is an example of how ISWE captures word-intent
in the word representations.
Capturing word-intent in the word representations can be very
beneficial for user satisfaction prediction, as understanding user
query intent incorrectly can lead to a DSAT experience. For example
IA might proactively ask a user “You have a reminder. Should I
read it?”. Then, if the user says “no” and the IA starts reading the
reminder, the user would have a DSAT experience. However, if a
user satisfaction prediction model cannot capture the user’s intent,
then it might classify the task to the SAT category as it considers
words “yes” and “no” as very similar words.
ISWE performs better than the standard skip-gram word embeddings because the objective function of the ISWE does not just
depend on words linear context in sentences. In fact, query-intent
plays a major role in the objective function, which scatters words
having different intents. In the next part, we discuss effectiveness
of our proposed intent-sensitive user satisfaction model compared
to the baselines.
5.3.2 Impact of Intent Sensitive Word Embeddings on User Satisfaction. We now answer our research question: How effective is the
intent-sensitive user satisfaction model compared to the user satisfaction prediction baselines?
Table 3 shows the user satisfaction prediction results of the proposed intent-sensitive user satisfaction prediction models compared
to the baselines. In these experiments, the classification threshold
is 0.5. The experiment is based on a 5-fold cross validation, where
three folds were used for training, one for validation, and one for
testing. We repeat the process for all the five folds and report the
average of the evaluation metrics. According to our experimental
results, the query reformulation baseline performs poorly in the
prediction of user satisfaction. One possible explanation for this
is the dialogue nature of queries, where users might refine their
queries to give more details about their information needs. It also
has a huge bias toward predicting the SAT class, which could be
the second possible explanation of its poor performance. On the
other hand, the generative model performs much better than the
query reformulation baseline, which provides a good baseline for
our proposed model evaluation.
As it is shown in Table 3, the intent-sensitive user satisfaction
based on ISWE query representations leads to a significant improvement over all the baselines in terms of all the defined evaluation
metrics. Specifically, it improves task satisfaction prediction over

Table 4: Satisfactory session distribution over different task
type.
Task Type

Distribution

Sat Task Percentage

SingleQuery
Two-Turn
Multi-Turn

54.33%

60.05 %

18.20%
27.47%

63.00 %
77.02 %

the generative model from 0.6062 to 0.6778 in terms of F 1 metric.
The proposed model also has a statistically significant improvement
over the task prediction based on the Skip-gram query representation, in which the F 1 metric is improved from 0.6356 to 0.6778.
One possible explanation of the improvements achieved by the
ISWE-LSTM over the I2V-LSTM is that in contrast to the I2V-LSTM
model getting sequence of queries as an input, the ISWE-LSTM gets
sequence of intent-sensitive query terms as an input. Therefore, effectiveness of the ISWE-LSTM is less affected by single-query tasks.
Furthermore, ISWE-LSTM has improvements over other baselines
that also use query terms as input, because the ISWE model takes
advantage of the query intents for satisfaction prediction.
Our experimental results shows that the user satisfaction prediction based on Intent2Vec query-intent representations (I2V-LSTM)
does not lead to an improvement over the generative model in terms
of the F1-measure. However, as it is shown in Table 4, 54.33% of
tasks in our crowdsourced dataset contain a single query, which
is not ideal for training the user satisfaction prediction based on a
sequence of intents. We suspect that the I2V-LSTM would do better
for long tasks having multiple queries compared to single query
tasks. We investigate this in the next experiment.
5.3.3 Impact of Task Type on User Satisfaction. In our final experiment, we answer our research question: How effective is the
intent-sensitive user satisfaction model in different task types?
The dialogue nature of user queries in IAs leads to tasks, in
which users might issue multiple queries to accomplish a single
information need. However, although users are capable of having
long conversation with the IA, the majority of tasks are single
query tasks in smart speakers [18]. In Table 4, we categorized tasks
into three different types: 1) Single-Query tasks are tasks having a
single query and a single system response, 2) Two-Turn tasks are
those tasks where the user issues a second query after receiving
a system response to their first query, and 3) Multi-turn tasks are
tasks having more than two user queries (i.e., multiple turns).
According to Table 4, users seem more satisfied in tasks having
multiple queries. One possible explanation of such a behavior is
that the IA retains the context of the dialogue, and shorter sessions
are more probable to be sessions that IA was not able to retain the
dialogue context and consequently the user abandoned the task.
As the user satisfaction level varies based on the defined tasktypes, and user behavior might be different in each of them, we
investigate user satisfaction prediction for each task-type separately.
Figure 5 details our proposed intent-sensitive user satisfaction prediction models effectiveness compared to the baselines in different
task types. As expected, the query reformulation approach does
not work well for the single query tasks as it assign SAT labels to
all tasks. The query reformulation does not work well in two-turn
and multi-turn tasks either, which shows that query reformulation is a poor approach for measuring user satisfaction in IAs on
smart speakers. The generative model performs better for two-turn
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Figure 5: Effectiveness of intent-sensitive user satisfaction models compared to the baselines in different task types.
tasks compared to multi-turn tasks. We observed similar results for
W2V-LSTM model in terms of precision and F1.
Figure 5 shows that our proposed intent-sensitive models perform better than all the baselines in single-query and multi-turn
task-types in terms of all common metrics; however, the effectiveness of the generative model, W2V-LSTM and ISWE-LSTM in user
satisfaction prediction in two-turn sessions are similar. In fact, the
generative model and W2V-LSTM perform slightly better than
ISWE-LSTM. The generative model performs better than W2VLSTM and ISWE-LSTM in terms of recall of two-turn tasks, and
W2V-LSTM is better than generative model and ISWE-LSTM in
terms of precision. However, in terms of F1 as a more fair metric
to evaluate classification, the genarative model, W2V-LSTM and
ISWE-LSTM perform very similar.
Furthermore, as it is shown in Figure 5, the I2V-LSTM model
improves as task length increases. As expected, the I2V-LSTM improves the task satisfaction prediction based on F1 score from 56.33
in single-query tasks to 61.28 in multi-turn tasks. Specifically, in
single-query tasks, the I2V-LSTM performs poorly because of using a single query-intent as input to the sequence classification.
In two-turn tasks, I2V-LSTM performance is improved as it uses
a sequence of 2 intent representations in contrast to a single intent representation in single-query tasks. Using longer sequence
of intents leads to a better understanding and prediction of user
satisfaction in I2V-LSTM model, which makes the I2V-LSTM model
the best performing user satisfaction model for multi-turn tasks in
terms of F1.
To summarize, in this section, we have presented experimental
results and shown effectiveness of ISWE compared to the original
Skip-gram word2vec in capturing word-intents and learning query
representation for user satisfaction prediction. Then, we discussed
satisfaction in different task-types. In contrast to two-turn tasks, in
which the generative model, W2V-LSTM and ISWE-LSTM models
perform similarly, our experimental results indicates that the I2VLSTM intent-sensitive user satisfaction prediction model is the best

performing system in terms of F1, which is our main evaluation
metric. Moreover, due to using intent-sensitive word-level representations of queries, ISWE-LSTM intent-sensitive user satisfaction
prediction model is the best approach for single-query tasks.

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the user satisfaction prediction problem in intelligent assistants (IAs) on smart speakers, in which the
only means of user interactions with the IA is a sequence of user
queries. Our main research question was: How to evaluate user satisfaction in Intelligent Assistants based on user queries? To do this,
we proposed a new implicit signal from user queries to predict
user satisfaction, which is query intent. Using the query intent,
we proposed an intent-sensitive user satisfaction prediction model.
Learning effective query representations as input of the user satisfaction prediction model is one of the main contributions of this
paper. To train intent-sensitive query representations, we proposed
two intent-sensitive models. We first proposed an intent-sensitive
word embeddings (ISWE) learning model, which is a modification
of the popular word2vec Skip-gram model. According to our experimental results, the ISWE are very effective in capturing query
term intents compared to the original Skip-gram model. Second, we
proposed an unsupervised Intent2Vec Skip-gram model to capture
linear context of query intents in user sessions.
According to our experiments, incorporating ISWE as the input to a user satisfaction prediction model based on a sequence of
query terms leads to a statistically significant improvement over
all the defined baselines. Furthermore, we further evaluated the
effectiveness of the proposed intent-sensitive user satisfaction prediction models in different task types and showed that the proposed
intent-sensitive user satisfaction model based on ISWE performs
better than the baselines in single-query and multi-turn task-types,
yet performs similar to baselines in two-turn task-type in terms
of the common classification metrics. One possible explanation
for this could be the nature of queries used in the training phase

of ISWEs. The training set for learning the ISWEs was query and
intent pairs without considering the whole task context. Therefore,
the learned ISWEs are optimized for a single-query level context,
and consequently the user satisfaction prediction model based on
ISWE performs better in single-query task type. Furthermore, our
experimental results indicate that compared to the two-turn task
type, our proposed user satisfaction prediction based on ISWE performs better than baselines in multi-turn task type as it gets more
inputs about the task-context by getting more queries as input.
In addition, the experimental results indicate that the number of
queries in a task (task length) has a positive impact on the user satisfaction prediction based on a sequence of Intent2Vec query intent
representations, which leads to the best performing system in terms
of F1 in multi-turn task-type. We have not studied more advance
neural network architectures, as it is not the focus of this paper and
we leave this to future work. Furthermore, other query features
could be added to the intent-sensitive user satisfaction prediction
model with the aim of improving the satisfaction measurement
results. We also leave this for future work.
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